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Abstract: Colloidal quantum dots which can emit red, green, and blue 
colors are incorporated with a micro-LED array to demonstrate a feasible 
choice for future display technology. The pitch of the micro-LED array is 
40μm, which is sufficient for high-resolution screen applications. The 
method that was used to spray the quantum dots in such tight space is called 
Aerosol Jet technology which uses atomizer and gas flow control to obtain 
uniform and controlled narrow spots. The ultra-violet LEDs are used in the 
array to excite the red, green and blue quantum dots on the top surface. To 
increase the utilization of the UV photons, a layer of distributed Bragg 
reflector was laid down on the device to reflect most of the leaked UV 
photons back to the quantum dot layers. With this mechanism, the enhanced 
luminous flux is 194% (blue), 173% (green) and 183% (red) more than that 
of the samples without the reflector. The luminous efficacy of radiation 
(LER) was measured under various currents and a value of 165 lm/Watt 
was recorded. 
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1. Introduction

In the past decade, the gallium nitride-based light-emitting diodes (LEDs) have been widely 
used as a solid-state lighting source or the backlight unit (BLU) of liquid crystal display 
(LCD) owing to their high luminous efficiency, low cost, long lifetime and environmental 
sustainability [1–6]. Nowadays, most of the power consumption in a LED panel can be 
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alleviated, but the passive components such as color filters can absorb a large portion of 
emitted photons [7,8]. In calculation, the light utilization efficiency (LUE) of the LCD display 
system is still lower than 2.8% [9], and this means the display needs to be operated at more 
than ten times of brightness in order to meet the expected output optical power. One solution 
is to incorporate individually addressable RGB light emitting devices which can replace the 
color filters. Two possible technologies are in competition now: organic LED and 
semiconductor-based LED. Organic LEDs can be fabricated in large area scale with 
reasonable cost, and they are compliant to different flexible substrates. However, the low 
brightness and short lifetime are limiting their wide development at present stage [10]. As for 
semiconductor based arrayed LEDs, they do not have such concerns [11–14]. But for a tri-
color LED based technology, it is very difficult to grow three different active regions 
addressing different colors simultaneously on the same wafer, nor can we alter the color once 
the epitaxial growth is finished. If the material growth is split into multiple steps, the yield 
and the expenses are expected to be undermined. To overcome this problem, colloidal 
quantum dots (CQDs) can be a great choice. The CQDs are usually synthesized by chemical 
solution process [15–17]. and possess unique properties such as high quantum yield [18–20], 
size-dependent emission wavelength [21,22], and narrow emission linewidth [23,24], etc.. In 
our technology, the color rendering can be optimized by properly selecting the QDs and the 
growth effort can be focused onto the UV LED. In addition to these great benefits, compared 
to our previous study [25], the aerosol jet represents a great step forward on the resolution 
improvement. The previously demonstrated pulsed-spray technology is good for large-scale 
device (in millimeter) and more suitable for white light generation in our opinion. The current 
AJ method can shrink the pixel size to 35 µm in this study and even to 10 µm in theory. 
Combining with micro-array LEDs, a vivid full color and high resolution display is possible. 
In the previous studies, many researchers demonstrated electrically-driven CQD-based LEDs 
with very good lighting characteristics. In the past, the CQDs emitters were used as the active 
layer and manufactured an organic–inorganic hybrid device structure to have the 
electroluminescent characteristics [26–30]. However these devices usually suffered from the 
weak luminous efficiency (below 20 lm/w), limited choices for carrier transport matching 
layers, and shorter-than-expect emission lifetime. To relieve from these limitation, we believe 
using CQD layer as a passive photon conversion mechanism should suffice for high quality 
and multiple color generation. Without the need to line up the energy bands for carrier 
transportation, we can put more efforts on optimizing the color quality and efficiency of the 
devices. In this study, a luminous efficiency as high as 32 lm/W can be demonstrated. 

If CQDs are chosen for RGB pixels, the deposition method needs to be thoroughly 
investigated. In order to spraying the QDs uniformly, different methods have been used to 
deposit the QDs for display technology and light emitting applications, including spin coating, 
mist coating, pulse-spray coating, stamp printing, and inkjet printing [25,31–36]. Among 
these manufacturing technologies, spin coating, mist coating, and pulse-spray coating are for 
the low-resolution patterns and bear high material loss [25,35]. For the stamp printing, it can 
achieve multi-color pixel arrays but it is difficult to alignment accurately for various color 
pixels. Moreover, the inkjet printing is a deposition technique for large-area application with 
high-resolution patterning and low material waste [37]. In the last years, inkjet printing is a 
well-known technology in the field of printed electronics and it has potential in other 
applications such as transistors, antennas, solar cells, sensors, and LEDs [38–44]. Aerosol jet 
printing, on the other hand, also allows the precise, mask-less, and non-contact deposition of 
liquids containing functional materials. Many published results have applied this technology 
to obtain great progress in light emitting diodes, metal electrode writing and printed circuitry 
for gas sensors [45–48]. However, in comparison to inkjet printing, this technology is 
relatively young and has the potential to provide higher resolution. 

The aerosol jet printing is a direct-writing and non-contact deposition technology. A very 
similar method named ink jet printing has been in the commercial applications for almost 30 
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years [49]. The ink jet printing is a more mature technology compared to aerosol jet printing 
[50–52], but aerosol jet printing has several advantages such as a higher resolution, less strict 
requirements for the viscosity of ink, and a bigger working distance [53,54]. The resolution of 
aerosol jet printing can achieve less than 30 µm, while the typical resolution of ink jet printing 
is 50 µm. Moreover, the ink viscosity of aerosol jet printing is in the range from 0.5 to 2000 
cP, but the ink jet printing only can suit for low viscosity solutions (<20 cP). Therefore, the 
aerosol jet printing is more suitable for the deposition of QDs in our experiments. 

In this paper, we report a BLU-free full-color LED based display by combining UV micro 
LED arrays with RGB QDs via aerosol jet printing. Furthermore, in order to increasing RGB 
emission intensity and fully utilize the UV light, a DBR with a stopband centered at 400 nm 
was used in the LED arrays. Therefore, combining the micro LED arrays and RGB QDs with 
highly reflective DBR exhibits a full-colored display technology and provides an alternative 
method for display applications. 

2. Experiments

The UV-visible absorption and photoluminescence (PL) spectroscopy were characterized for 
the three different types of QDs. These RGB QDs were purchased from the UT-dots 
Corporation for our experiment, and they are in core-shell type structure with chemical 
ligands on the outer shells. The quantum yield, according to vendor’s data, is higher than 
50%. Composed of CdSe or CdS, their crystal structures are hexagonal Wurtzite structure. As 
shown in Figs. 1(a), 1(c) and 1(e), the absorption and emission spectra for the CdS and 
CdSe/ZnS core-shell QDs are plotted, and the onset of the absorption or peak of emission is 
controlled by the quantum confinement effect (the size of the QDs).The PL spectra of the 
three types of QD in toluene were measured using a 365 nm excitation, and showed different 
peaks at 450 nm, 520 nm, and 630 nm, respectively. Regarding the chemical composition of 
the QDs, CdS was used for emission wavelengths shorter than 450 nm, and CdSe/ZnS core-
shell was used for emission wavelengths longer than 520 nm. The absorption spectrum of 
different types of QDs shows the QDs can absorb the higher energy photons than the emission 
wavelength. Figs. 1(b), 1(d) and 1(f) show the images of the colloidal QDs in toluene under 
365 nm UV light excitation. 

Fig. 1. UV-visible absorption and PL emission spectra of QDs with the emission colors of (a) 
blue, (c) green and (e) red. (b) blue, (d) green and (f) red are the photos of quantum dot 
solution under UV excitation. 

Further structural characterizations were performed using a transmission electron 
microscope (TEM) and high-resolution TEM (HRTEM). Figs. 2(a), 2(c) and 2(e) show the 
transmission electron microscopy (TEM) image of the QDs with 450 nm, 520 nm, and 630 
nm emission peak. The inset charts show the corresponding selected-area electron diffraction 
(SAED) patterns of the three QD samples. These QD samples were considerably uniform in 
morphology and exhibited a narrow size distribution. Moreover, the emission peak of QDs 
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could be tunable based on the particle diameters. When the QD particles were larger in size, 
the emission peak wavelength was redshifted. The average diameter of blue, green, and red 
QD samples was measured as 2.47 ± 0.46 nm, 6.17 ± 1.23 nm, and 9.29 ± 0.95 nm, 
respectively. The line width of PL for blue, green, and red QDs was 20 nm, 36 nm, and 23 
nm, respectively. Because green QDs have a relatively wide size distribution of 19%, they 
exhibited a broader PL line-shape than blue and red QDs. Figs. 2(b), 2(d) and 2(f) show the 
detailed crystallographic structures of the three QD samples, and the lattice planes can be 
observed clearly. 

Fig. 2. Typical TEM images of QDs with the emission colors of (a) blue, (c) green, and (e) red. 
The corresponding HRTEM images are shown in (b), (d), and (f), respectively. 

When considering for the possible choices of the excitation source, there are two reasons 
for us to choose UV LED instead of blue one: excitation efficiency and color mixing. Even 
though it is much easier to have a blue LED as the pumping source to remove the need for 
blue QD and save the cost of LEDs, the combination of the UV LED and RGB QDs should be 
much better than the blue LED and GB QDs. The absorption profiles from QDs clearly 
demonstrate higher efficiency in the UV band than the blue band. So if we use UV as the 
pumping photon, all three QDs can be fully excited. If blue photons are used as the excitation 
sources, they are less efficient to pump green QDs and thus more green materials are needed 
in the device which might offset the cost-saving brought by using blue LEDs. The second 
problem of using blue LED is that the color mixing is difficult due to strong blue spectrum in 
the overall device output. As we could observed from the current UV layout in our 
experimental results, the UV peak is still very dominant after the QD absorption. While UV 
photons are not counted for the color mixing, the blue photons do. If we replace the UV LED 
with blue one, the output of our device will be strongly affected by blue peak and the CCT or 
CRI will be very poor. So for the purpose of color quality, the UV LED is a better candidate 
to have a more evenly distributed RGB output spectrum. As shown in Fig. 3, standard 
multiple quantum well (MQW) LED were grown on sapphire substrates for the micro LED 
arrays. The UV passive-matrix micro-LED arrays were fabricated on UV epi-wafers with 
peak wavelength 395 nm, respectively. The chip size was 5 x 5 mm2 with a display area of 
4.48 x 4.48 mm2, consisting of 128 x 128 arrays of 35 μm micro-emitters with a center-to-
center pitch of 40 μm. LED pixels of the micro-LED array in the same column share a 
common electrode of the n-type GaN. Thus it is necessary to isolate all the stripes of micro-
LED array. This is realized by creating isolation trenches via dry etching of GaN down to the 
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sapphire substrate. Silicon dioxide (SiO2) was used as hard mask for dry etching. The p-
electrode stripes were defined on top of the transparent resist and connected to all the pixels in 
the same row. When the micro LED array was finished shown in Fig. 3(a), we use the aerosol 
jet printing method to spray the RGB QDs on the micro LED array sequentially. In the aerosol 
jet printing method, the QDs solution is aerosolized and entrained in a gas stream. There are 
two options for generating the aerosol: pneumatic and ultrasonic. The aerosol stream is 
directed to a print head where it is aerodynamically focused by a coaxial sheath gas flow. The 
concentrations of the RGB QDs are approximately 5 mg/mL. We adjusted the aerosol jet 
printing process parameters, including working distance, stage speed, carrier gas flow rate, 
sheath gas flow rate, and atomization frequency, to obtain the spraying linewidth of 35μm. 
The ratio of carrier gas flow rate and sheath gas flow rate is the most important parameter in 
the adjustment for opportune spraying linewidth. During the QD spray, the system parameters 
need to be optimized. The working distance and stage speed between the nozzle and the 
substrate, which are 1mm and 10mm/s respectively, are fixed in our cases and only carrier gas 
flow rate and sheath gas flow rate are two changeable parameters. Although the 
concentrations of the RGB QDs are about the same, the different particle sizes will alter the 
deposition result such that different flow rates are needed. Usually we need to increase the 
carrier gas flow rate as the particle size grows. At the same time, when the carrier gas 
increases, the flow rate of sheath gas needs to be increased as well to hold the linewidth of the 
deposited QDs. Then, the RGB QDs were sprayed onto the surface of the micro LED array 
using the aerosol jet method in the sequence of red, green, and blue, as shown in Figs. 3(b)-
3(d). The operation of spray was precisely controlled by a computer system, and the quantity 
of the QDs can be monitored instantaneously. Finally, in Fig. 3(e), a distributed Bragg 
reflector (DBR) was capped on the top of micro LED arrays in order to reducing the leaked 
UV light for display applications. Thank you for your kindly advices. The resolution of our 
current display is 282 pixels per inch (PPI) in full color. The Retina Display of Apple Inc., 
which equipped with 960 X 640 resolution in a 3.5-inch screen, is equivalent to 326 ppi and 
based on TFT technology [55]. Figure 4 shows the photo image and schematic pictures of 
aerosol jet printing in this experiment. 

Fig. 3. The process flow of the full-color emission of quantum-dot-based micro LED display. 
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Fig. 4. (a) The image of aerosol jet printing. (b) The schematic pictures of aerosol jet printing. 

As for the deposited QD profile, our QD layer is slightly different from other people's or 
our previous study. The main reason is because our deposition of QD is on the top of the UV 
LED mesa, as can be seen in Fig. 5(a). To minimize the size of the QD deposit, a bell-shape 
profile is necessary, and adjustment on the thickness for individual color is also critical to 
keep the strength of each color's emission the same. We measured the 3D surface profile of 
the deposited RGB QDs on the micro LED arrays, by the laser scanner microscope as shown 
in Fig. 5(b). From the cross section profile of laser scanner microscope image, the average 
height of red, green and blue QDs are 2.879 µm, 5.581 µm and 6.462 µm, respectively. The 
height of the same color QD lines are almost the same and the height standard deviation is 
less than 0.16 µm. So we could conclude that the coating is quite uniform within the same 
process run among different colors. However, we have to point out that due to the higher 
priority to the optimization of the light output, the coating thickness were different from run 
to run and the uniformity is thus not investigated at present. 

Fig. 5. (a) The deposition profiles for our RGB QDs on the UV LED, (b) The surface profile 
image of jet-printed QDs scanned by the laser microscopy. 

3. Results and discussion

Figure 6. shows the fluorescence microscopy image of sprayed the RGB QDs micro LED 
array, and the excitation wavelength of the fluorescence microscopy is 365 nm. The size of 
the pixel is 35 μm × 35 μm and the pitch between the pixels is 40 μm. There are 128 columns 
of RGB lines and the line width was controlled at 35 μm, which can just cover one pixel, as 
shown in upper right chart of Fig. 6. The upper left of Fig. 6 shows the full-size sample under 
UV excitation. 
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Fig. 6. The photo image of sprayed QDs micro LED array under the fluorescence microscopy. 

The micro-LED array emits the photons of 395 nm which can excite the RGB QDs 
deposited on the surface of the individual LED. However, due to the thin thickness of the QD 
layer, the UV photons from the underneath LED cannot be absorbed completely. If this type 
of device is going to be used for display or lighting applications, extra care needs to be taken 
to these leaked UV rays. The best way to deal with this situation is to lay down a layer of 
DBR to increase the recycling of the UV photons. In our design, a 17.5-pair HfO2/SiO2 
multiple-layer structure was integrated into the micro-LED array. As shown in Fig. 7(a), this 
DBR provides 90% of reflectance at 395 nm and high transmission (around 90%) at 450 nm 
(Blue), 520 nm (Green) and 630 nm (Red) bands. 

Figure 7(b) shows the relative PL intensity of the passive-matrix micro LED array sample 
with DBR under 325 nm pumping source, compared with the reference without DBR. The 
result demonstrates that the UV micro LED array sample with DBR have higher intensity in 
blue, green, and red components than the reference without DBR. The laser spot size of PL 
system we used was about 70 μm, so it is difficult to cover RGB QD entirely, and this causes 
the uneven intensity in the measurement. 

Fig. 7. (a)Measured reflectance spectrum of 17.5-pair HfO2/SiO2 distributed Bragg reflector 
(DBR). (b)The relative PL intensity of the sprayed QDs samples with and without DBR. 

Similar enhancement can be observed in the electroluminescence (EL) spectra, as shown 
in Fig. 8(a). The driving current of each LED is 20 mA and the spectra with and without DBR 
were taken. From the measurement, a pronounced UV peak (at 395 nm) is an indicator of 
less-efficient pumping, while the red, green, and blue signals are not strong. After DBR is 
added, the strong reflection at UV band successfully suppressed the 395 nm peak and increase 
the visible intensities by 194% (blue), 173% (green) and 183% (red). Figure 8(b) demonstrate 
the micro-LED array with QDs in full operation. The electrical layout of this array enables 
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individual addressable excitation of each pixel. Figure 9 shows the large scale monochromatic 
light emission from the QD micro LED arrays. 

Fig. 8. (a) The emission spectra with and without the DBR structure. (b) Top: the sprayed RBG 
QDs micro LED display device in action; bottom: representative image of RGB pixels. 

Fig. 9. (a)-(c) The large area monochromatic light emission (red, green, and blue) of the QD 
micro LED arrays. 

Additionally, the color coordinates of three QDs were measured by a spectrometer and 
plotted on the CIE 1976 chromaticity diagram as shown in Fig. 10. The CIE coordinates of 
the QDs related emissions were compared to the National Television System Committee 
(NTSC) standard color triangle. The saturated color provided by narrow-linewidth emission 
of QDs ensure the maximum coverage on the CIE diagram. The area inside the yellow dash 
triangle shows the maximum color gamut that can be projected by the RGB QDs, which is 
1.52 times of the NTSC color gamut (dash-dot line). When the color of the QDs are changed, 
so does the triangle in the plot. 
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Fig. 10. The CIE1976 color space chromaticity diagram of the QD display technology and 
NTSC. 

Figure 11(a) shows the normalized electroluminescence (EL) spectra of the UV micro 
LED array with RGB QDs and DBR structure from 100 mA to 1 A of total input current. 
There is certain discrepancy between Fig. 8(a) and Fig. 11(a) spectra, and the root cause 
behind this is the degradation of the QD material. Figure 8(a) was taken right after the QD 
sprayed onto the UV LED while the data in Fig. 11 were tested after several days. In our 
experience, the emission intensity of our QD layer can decay rapidly in the first 24 hours, and 
keep stable for a long time. So when the absorption and the emission capability of the QD 
layer became weaker, the portion of UV photon pass through the device became higher and 
the visible photons became fewer. So it is very important to improvement the QD lifetime in 
the air to have an efficiency QD light source. The CIE1976 coordinates at various driving 
currents are shown in Fig. 11(b). In our test, the Δu’v’ is 0.0191 from different driving 
currents of 100 mA to 1 A. The increments of each color under increased injection currents 
are not uniform. While it is understandable that this increment of intensity is larger at low 
current and smaller at high current due thermal issue, it is also important to notice that the red 
QD is gaining at high current as blue and green stop growing after 700 mA. This phenomenon 
results in the movement of bias-dependent correlated color temperature (CCT) forwards lower 
value as we increase our input. Figure 11(d) shows the result of the luminous efficacy of 
radiation (LER) of our structure. The LER was calculated using the following formula: 

( )
( )

( )
LER 683 .

white

white

V P dlm

W P d

λ λ λ

λ λ
= 


(1)

where 683 lm/W is a normalization factor, V(λ) is the human eye sensitivity function, and 
Pwhite(λ) is the spectral power density of the light source. 

Figure 11(c) shows the current-dependent CCT, which spread between 6408 K and 5460 
K. This variation is probably caused by the different thermal performances of QDs with 
different emission wavelengths [56]. The exciton lifetimes of smaller dots can decrease 
dramatically when the device temperature rises [57]. In our case, as input current increases, 
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the module temperature rises accordingly. So we will expect larger drop in blue QD intensity, 
and thus the CCT becomes lower. 

The long-term stability of such devices is also an important issue for commercial success. 
Due to the small scale of the individual device, the evaluation of the lifetime is more plausible 
to perform in the standard LED package. The existing data based on the on-shelf storage 
aging test showed a rapid drop in the first 24 hours. After that, stable output (but with about 
20% of the original value) can be expected from the QD material. 

Fig. 11. (a) The relative emission spectrum of the micro LED array with RGB QDs and DBR 
structure under various drive currents (from 100 mA to 1 A, from bottom to top curves). (b) 
The zoom-in traces of CIE1976 chromaticity diagram of our structure under different driving 
current. (c) The CCT and (d) the luminous efficacy of optical radiation of UV micro LED array 
with RGB QDs and DBR structure under currents between 100 mA and 1 A. 

4. Conclusion

In conclusion, we demonstrate a micro-sized LED array with independently addressable RGB 
pixels by applying AJ technology with colloidal quantum dots. The initial results show 
promising white light generation and good LER under various injection currents. This study 
investigates a high-resolution pixelated array which can be used for display technology. We 
believe this technology shall be disruptive for future generation of light-emitting devices. 
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